Charles Darwin is the third scientist, after Richard Feynman and Albert Einstein, to be included in Princeton University Press's Quotable series. Non-scientists featured in this series include Kierkegaard and Machiavelli, so Darwin finds himself in distinguished, if eclectic, company. The format is simple: with astute assistance from an expert quotation collector and editor, let the subject himself (yes, himself; no women have yet been deemed Quotable by the publisher) tell his own story and present his own ideas in his own words. The quotations in question are short (I was left wondering what the publisher's rubric is on this) so the result is a series of bite-sized statements, none longer than a couple of paragraphs. The Quotable Darwin certainly cannot then be mistaken for an anthology, or even a greatest hits compilation -rather, we are given just a snatch of each of those hits, a line or two from the refrain. The idea is for this jaunty medley to give us a fresh, unfiltered sense of its subject.
Darwin's quotation collectoreditor is Janet Browne, author of an extraordinarily readable and comprehensive two-volume biography of Darwin -Voyaging (1995) and The Power of Place (2002) . As, arguably, the greatest living expert on Darwin, she is supremely well placed to sift through her subject's copious output in search of the most enlightening nuggets, though she rightly complains in her introduction (xv) that Darwin "was not much given to aphoristic turns of phrase." Presumably, Feynman's quotation collector-editor, his daughter Michelle Feynman, had a rather easier job in this regard. Browne brings a special asset to her task: her many years working on the Darwin Correspondence Project, which, for more than four decades, has been publishing annotated versions of some 15,000 letters (involving more than 2,000 correspondents). Browne's collection of quotations is therefore culled from both Darwin's public world (his publications) and his private one (his letters), and many of the most illuminating moments in the book stem from the juxtaposition of these two domains.
The material is organized more or less chronologically, but Browne has also broken things down into thematic chapters. Sometimes this joint chronology-theme arrangement works well. For example, we have a section on Darwin's barnacle period (1846-1854), which works both as a step in the unfolding Darwin biography, and as a discrete phase of his scientific work. But what of themes that bridge different chunks of Darwin's life? For example, late in the book, under 'On Himself', we have a section on 'Nature', which showcases Darwin's appreciative descriptions of aspects of the natural world. The majority of these descriptions come from his Beagle voyage, which is dealt with at the beginning of the book, so the reader ends up skipping around among different parts of Darwin's life. I for one would have liked to have seen those quotations in the segment about the Beagle voyage, but, at the same time, I agree with Browne that it is helpful to consolidate a set of thematically coherent statements into a single section. This where-are-we-now? aspect of the book's organization can sometimes be jarring. Given the linearity and brevity of the format (and the lack of cross-referencing), Browne has an almost impossible task on her hands and has done a remarkable job in coaxing the sprawling material into some kind of order.
Perhaps because I have spent too much time clicking around in digital databases or on social media, I did find myself wishing for some kind of cross-referencing, however. With its short, to-the-point quotations, the Quotable approach feels a little like a Twitter stream and I would have appreciated the equivalent of hashtags to make connections among disparate segments of the book. As a simple and charming example, on page 71, in the section about the development of Darwin's evolutionary ideas, Browne gives us a statement from a letter to his cousin William Fox: "We have set up a Billiard Table, & I find it does me a deal of good, & drives the horrid species out of my head." Much later, on page 257, we have another insight into Darwin's competitive indoor distractions in a letter to the American botanist, Asa Gray: "Now the tally with my wife in backgammon stands thus: she, poor creature, has won only 2490 games, whilst I have won, hurrah, hurrah, 2795 games." How nice it would be if there were some device -#domesticpursuits, say, appended to each quotation -that would allow readers to connect the two. The book's index goes some way in this direction, but I rather doubt that many readers will be tempted to dig very far ('Backgammon' is listed under the entry for Emma Darwin; 'Billiards', sad to say, does not even make it into the index).
In her introduction, Browne apologizes pre-emptively for overlooking Darwin statements that are readers' particular favorites. Regardless, I am impressed by the comprehensiveness of what she has assembled; she has not missed much. Her compilation of snippets is in fact positively symphonic, giving us an overview of Darwin's thinking and, at the same time, a vivid sense of who Darwin was and how he lived his life.
